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ABSTRACT Dendritic Pd with corrugated surfaces, obtained by a novel AC technique, exhibits an exceptionally high catalytic activity
for the oxidation of formic acid because of the presence of a high density of surface steps. The formation of twinned dendrites leads
to a predominance of exposed 111 facets with a high density of surface steps as evident from high resolution electron microscopy
investigations. These surface sites provide active sites for the adsorption of the formic acid molecules, thereby enhancing the reaction
rate. Control experiments by varying the time of deposition reveal the formation of partially grown dendrites at shorter times indicating
that the dendrites were formed by growth rather than particle attachment. Our deposition method opens up interesting possibilities
to produce anisotropic nanostructures with corrugated surfaces by exploiting the perturbations involved in the growth process.
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Limited resources of Pt metal and issues with CO
poisoning have prompted search for non-Pt fuel cell
catalysts with high catalytic properties (1). In this

context, Pd is a promising catalyst for direct formic acid fuel
cell (DFAFC) because of its higher tolerance for CO poisoning
than the Pt-based catalysts (2). Pd nanoparticles with differ-
ent sizes and shapes have been investigated for their cata-
lytic activity for a variety of reactions. The introduction of
defect sites on surfaces is an interesting approach to en-
hance catalytic activity. The presence of surface defects such
as steps/kinks are known to influence the kinetics of several
reactions and provide active sites for adsorption and/or
reaction (3). For instance, increasing step density on Pt
nanoparticles enhanced specific activity up to 200% toward
the electro-oxidation of CO and methanol (3a). Here we
report a facile procedure for electrosynthesis of Pd dendritic
nanostructures on carbon paper with a high density of
surface steps by a novel ac method and demonstrate its high
catalytic activity toward formic acid oxidation. The present
electrochemical synthesis route, where an ac bias is applied
over the dc potential of 0.1 V (see Materials and Methods),
produces Pd nanostructures that exhibit an exceptionally
high electrocatalytic activity for formic acid oxidation. The
sinusoidal ac potential leads to an increase in defects,
notably twins and surface steps that contribute to the high
electrocatalytic activity. Twinning leads to the formation of
predominantly {111} exposed facets with a high step

density as illustrated in the schematic in Figure 1A. Elec-
trodeposition of Pd using the ac technique results in the
formation of branched dendrites on the carbon paper elec-
trode. The uniform and dense coating of Pd nanostructures
on the fibers of carbon paper is evident from the secondary
electron SEM images B and C in Figure 1.

Detailed microstructural investigations using TEM (Figure
1D,E) clearly reveal the corrugated dendritic structure with
the crystallographic analysis indicating that most of the
dendrite branches grow along the 〈110〉 directions and that
they consist of twins as illustrated in the schematic in Figure
1A (also, Figure 3D). This type of twinned growth has been
observed in the case of Ag nanorods also and it has been
proposed that breaking of symmetry leads to the formation
of one-dimensional Ag nanostructure (4), which facilitates
the formation of 111 facets as the bounding side facets in
the nanostructure. The formation of a tapered structure in a
dendrite implies that the 111 facet has a high surface step
density to accommodate the change in diameter. The pres-
ence of nanoscale corrugations on the surface also translates
to a high step density on the 111 facets as is evident from
the high-resolution image in Figure 1E.

Powder XRD (Figure 2A) shows the dendrites correspond
to FCC Pd (JCPDS file no.46-1043) with the peaks at 2θ )
40.1, 46.7, 68.1, and 82.2° corresponding to the (111),
(200), (220), and (222) planes of Pd, respectively. The peaks
observed at 2θ ) 42.7, 54.6, 77.5 and 86.8° are attributed
to carbon. X-ray photoelectron spectrum (Figure 2B) corre-
sponding to Pd (3d) indicates the presence of Pd in two
different oxidation states (0 and +2) with the predominance
of the metallic state. The presence of oxide is probably due
to the surface oxidation of Pd dendrites as it was prepared
under ambient conditions (see methods and materials in
Experimental Section). From the thermogravimetric analysis
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(Figure 2C), the loading of Pd was estimated based on the
complete decomposition of carbon paper into CO2 at 866
°C. From the TGA curve, the amount of PdO residue was
estimated to be 1% by weight, indicating that the loading
of Pd was less than 1%.

A series of images illustrating the evolution of the Pd
dendrites as a function of time is presented in Figure 3. It is
seen that the growth of the dendrite starts from nearly
equiaxed nanoparticles that branch out forming dendrites.
The formation of dendritic structures by instabilities at the
growth front has been studied in great detail (5) in the
context of solidification. We believe that the instabilities in
this case are induced by the sinusoidal potential applied
during deposition as such structures are not seen in the case
of DC deposition under similar conditions. The early stage
particles are twinned and thus the dendrites inherit the twins
from these particles during their growth as seen in the high
resolution image (Figure 3D).

The electrocatalytic activity of the Pd dendrites was
investigated for the electro-oxidation of formic acid as a
model system. Figure 4A shows cyclic voltammogram of
Pd/C electrode in 0.5 M HCOOH in 0.1 M H2SO4 at a sweep
rate of 10 mV s-1. Cyclic voltammogram of the electrode in
the supporting electrolyte (without HCOOH) is also pre-

sented for comparison. The shape of the voltammogram of
the dendritic Pd/C is as expected for Pd with the existence
of one forward oxidation peak (Pa) at -0.03 V and two
backward oxidation peaks (Pb1) at -0.1 and Pb2 at 0.42 V,
respectively (6). The peak Pa corresponds to the direct
oxidation of formic acid leading to the formation of CO2 as
the end product (7). The peaks Pb1 and Pb2 are due to the
oxidation of formic acid on the free active surface sites after
reduction of PdO (6). Similarly, formic acid oxidation on
single crystalline Pd (111) also showed two backward peaks
(6a). The anodic and cathodic peaks in the range of 0.4 to
0.8 V are present in both the cyclic voltammograms in Figure
4a and arise due to the oxidation of Pd to PdO2 and reduction
of PdO2 to Pd (8).

A comparative study of chemically prepared nanoporous
Pd electrode (The SEM image of nanoporous Pd is given in
the Supporting Information (Figure SI1)) and electrochemi-
cally prepared dendritic Pd/C electrode by cyclic voltamme-
try (Figure 5) reveals that the oxidation of formic acid on
dendritic Pd/C electrode takes place at a potential consider-
ably lower (∼165 mV) than that on the nanoporous Pd/C
electrode and other similar nanostructures (9). The activity
of commercial Pd/C catalyst was reportedly retarded by the
formation of Pd oxide layer and peak potential for oxidation
was 0.7 V (10). Wang et al. also reported a peak potential of
0.18 V vs SCE for the oxidation of formic acid on commercial
Pd (Pd BASF) catalyst (8). The quantitative comparison of
peak current is difficult because of different loading levels
of catalyst. We propose that the dendritic Pd/C electrode is
catalytically more favorable for electro-oxidation of formic
acid primarily due to the presence of surface steps and
twinning that leads to exposed {111} facets. At steps, atoms
have lower co-ordination and are generally more reactive
than atoms on a flat surface (11). The peak (Pa2) (Figure 5A,
curve (ii)) due to oxidation of COad is not observed in case
of dendritic Pd which suggests that no fouling species
formed on the surface (12). This is probably due to the
presence of kink sites at the steps that not only increase the
total reaction rate of formic acid electro-oxidation but also
enhance the selectivity toward direct pathway in sulfuric acid
as given by HCOOHadf CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- (13). It is seen in
voltammogram (Figure 5A, curve (i)) that the current peaks
are narrow centered at about 0.0 V while sweeping both
forward and backward directions. Ratio of area under
forward oxidation peak (Aa) and backward oxidation peak
(at higher potential) (Ab) indicates the activity of the electrode
at lower potential. An Aa/Ab ratio of 3.6 was calculated for
dendritic Pd as compared to 1.5 for nanoporous Pd electrode
indicating a higher activity of the dendritic Pd at a lower
potential.

For formic acid oxidation, the transient mass specific
current density of dendritic Pd/C electrode at 0.4 V (to ensure
full oxidation) is enhanced 4-fold as compared to the specific
current density for oxidation on nonporous Pd/C (Figure 4B).
The transient shows the stability of Pd catalyst over a period
of 20 000 s. The SEM image of dendritic Pd/C taken after
the chronoamperometry experiment does not show any sign

FIGURE 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the twinned dendritic
structures formed by electrodeposition. The dendrites are bound by
111 facets with a high density of surface steps. (B) Low-magnification
SEM image showing uniform coverage on carbon fibers. (C) Higher-
magnification SEM image showing the dendritic nature of the Pd
deposit. (D, E) TEM images showing corrugated surface structure
with high step density on the surface.
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of degradation of morphology. Concentration dependent
linear sweep voltammetry of dendritic Pd/C is presented in

Figure 5B which confirms that the peak Pa at -0.03 V is
indeed due to the oxidation of formic acid. The cyclic
voltammogram of dendritic Pd in 3 M HCOOH is given in
the Supporting Information (Figure SI2) illustrates the po-
tential application of the catalyst in formic acid fuel cells.

In summary, we have synthesized branched dendritic Pd
with corrugated surfaces showing high catalytic activity
toward formic acid oxidation reaction. We believe that the
high electrocatalytic behavior of dendritic Pd is due to the
corrugated surface nature of the Pd branches that possess a
high step density that provides active sites for the adsorption
of the formic acid, thereby enhancing the reaction rate. The
ac deposition method for controlling surface structure to

FIGURE 2. (A) X-ray diffraction pattern of (i) C and (ii) dendritic Pd/C; (B) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of dendritic Pd/C indicating
the presence of small amount of +2 oxidation state of Pd, and (C) TGA-DTA data of dendritic Pd/C electrode.

FIGURE 3. Secondary electron SEM images of dendrites Pd at the
initial stages of growth for (A) 1, (B) 3, and (C) 5 min of deposition
time, keeping concentrations of PdCl2, temperature (22 °C), dc
potential (0.1 V), and AC bias (50 mV) constant. (D) High-resolution
TEM image of the Pd branch showing the presence of twin boundary
parallel to the growth direction.

FIGURE 4. (A) Representative cyclic votammograms of dendritic Pd/C
electrode at a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1 in (i) 0.1 M H2SO4 (without
HCOOH) and (ii) in 0.5 M HCOOH and 0.1 M H2SO4; and (B)
Chronoamperometry of (i) nanoporous Pd/C and (ii) dendritic Pd/C
electrode in 0.5 M HCOOH and 0.1 M H2SO4 at 0.4 V.
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enhance catalytic activity opens up interesting possibilities
to produce anisotropic nanostructures for catalysis and other
related applications.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. PdCl2 was purchased from

Aldrich. NaBH4 and NaCl were purchased from Merck. A
Toray carbon paper foil (thickness: 0.2 mm) was used as the
substrate for electrodepositon of Pd. All solutions were
prepared in doubly distilled water. A foil of 0.7 cm in width
and 3.0 cm in length was sectioned out of a carbon paper,
1.4 cm2 area at one of the ends was exposed to the
electrolyte and the rest of its length was used to take
electrical contact through a Cu wire. The unexposed area was
masked with a PTFE tape to ensure that the electrolyte
contacts only the required area. A glass cell of about 50 mL
capacity with suitable ground-glass joints to introduce a

working electrode (carbon paper electrode as mentioned
above), Pt foil auxiliary electrodes, and a saturated calomel
reference electrode (SCE) was used for electrochemical
deposition and characterization studies. All potential values
are reported against SCE. For electrochemical deposition
of dendritic Pd on a carbon paper electrode, a solution of
0.01 M PdCl2 and 0.01 M NaCl in 0.1 M H2SO4 was used
as electrolyte. Pd dendrites on carbon paper were elec-
trodeposited by an AC impedance technique where an ac
voltage of 50 mV (frequency range was from 10 mHz to
100 kHz) was applied with a dc voltage of 0.1 V vs SCE.
For chemical synthesis of nanoporous Pd, a solution of
0.01 M PdCl2 and 0.01 M NaCl was added drop by drop
to a stirring solution of NaBH4. The resulting solid of Pd
metal was collected by filtering and dried in the oven of
50 °C during an overnight. Nanoporous Pd was mixed
with nafion and isopropyl alcohol to make slurry. The
slurry was coated on a Toray carbon paper. The electrodes
were dried and then weighed.

Characterization. AC deposition of Pd as well as
cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out using
an EG&G PARC potentiostat/galvanostat model Versastat
or a Solartron electrochemical interface model SI 1287.
Microstructural investigations were carried out using field-
emission gun scanning electron microscope (Sirion) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM, TECNAI T20).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using
Philips diffractometer model X’PERT PRO using CuKR

(λ ) 1.5418 Å) as the source. XPS studies were recorded
using SPECS photoelectron spectrometer with Mg as the
source and data were analyzed by Casa XPS software.
While samples consisting of carbon paper coated elec-
trodes were used for XRD, SEM and XPS investigations,
electrodes were sonicated in acetone to disperse the
coated materials and then drop-cast onto carbon coated
Cu grids for TEM analysis. The TGA experiment was
carried out in oxygen atmosphere under the flow rate of
100 mL/min and heating rate of 10 °C/min from room
temperature to 1000 °C. All experiments were conducted
in an air-conditioned room at 22 ( 1 °C.

Supporting Information Available: Additional figures
(PDF). This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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